
Accommodation capacity X opening hours X rate – reduction appro-
ved by the Comité Syndical of the Syndicat Mixte Baie de Somme-
Grand Littoral Picard
The amount of holiday tax set therefore varies according to the 
accommodation capacity, the opening hours and the current rate.

How is the fixed amount calculated ?

Holiday Tax in the Baie de Somme 2020

FIXED AMOUNT HOLIDAY TAX
Visitor contribution to sustained development (see the extract from the Comité Syndical’s resolution dated  30th september 2019)
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Municipalities affected by the tourist tax

These 18 towns are part of the area overseen by the Syndicat Mixte. 
Anyone hosted and not domiciled in one of the 18 towns above must pay the tourist tax.
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ACCOMODATION CATEGORY                             RICE 2020

Furnished flats of tourism 5 stars           2,30€

Furnished flats of tourism 4 stars          0,70€

Furnished flats of tourism 3 stars          0,60€

Furnished flats of tourism 2 stars, Vacation villages 4 and 5 stars      0,52€

Furnished flats of tourism 1 star, Vacation villages 1,2 and 3 stars, Guest rooms    0,48€

3 to 5 star campsites and other outdoor accommodation features
equivalent, pitches in motorhome areas and parking lots 24 hours      0,48€

1 and 2 star campsites and any other outdoor accommodation
equivalent characteristics           0,20€

NOTE : For furnished apartments and holiday villages not classified or in the process of classification, the rate of the tourist tax that 
will be retained in the calculation of the flat rate tourist tax, will be equal to 5% of the cost of the rental HT / person / day. To determine 
the amount, you must give us the price of the rental tax applied for each of the periods of opening to the lease you have declared. The 
maximum price applicable is € 2.30.

This tax contributes to:
 - improve reception conditions,
 - protect and maintain natural areas,
 - enhance the cultural and natural heritage,
 - animate and promote the municipality.

The flat rate tourist tax is included in the price of 
your rental.

The Syndicat Mixte Baie de Somme Grand Littoral Picard 
collects the tourist tax on behalf of your municipality.
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+ information 
 www.baiedesomme.org/taxedesejour


